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Introduction 

My 45 odd years in the IT industry, working for ICL for 15 years and small innovative 
companies and dealing with information systems, online identity issues and customer centric 
systems for business, government, telco and defence internationally, gave me the belief that 
Enterprise Architecture  is  about “the strategic application of IT” for the organisation 
concerned. 

 

My days in ICL 1969 to 1985: ICL instilled on its staff that we made systems for our 
customers so they could provide services to their customers. I don’t recall anyone in ICL who 
was that “mainframe and business process” focused. The corporate culture was always 
about advancing technology and information systems for the benefit our customers and their 
customers. Of course even in the 70s we had operating systems and applications, data 
management and networks systems running UK government, banks, utilities, education, and 
quite a few systems overseas too. ICL didn’t get everything right, life was about being 
different, being an industry player and evolving IT in the smartest way we could. 

During the early 1970s, we certainly got to know business and banking applications on the 
1900 series, they were mostly written in assembler! But the 2900 series (1974) and 3900 
(1982) series machines were something else altogether. I worked with the development 
teams over these years. The 2900 series were based on the Manchester University 5 (MU5) 
system was the first virtual machine and stack based software architecture as used in all 
systems and software tools today.  

And then the 3900series (1982) the first multi nodal distributed virtual machine architecture 
with OSI stacks being used over fibre networks to run inter-node and process 
communications and disc drive clusters.  
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The developments – well to the system and software engineers it was about distributed 
information systems. And noticeably there was little energy being applied to a single 
business application running on a data base on a single processor, we had truly passed that 
era. 

Information Systems and their users and governance  

During my ICL days and with ISO standards work (16 years), I also focused on the object 
based distributed information system standards of X.500 – distributed directory services as 
used for Identity management, PKI and alike. Effectively named objects that represented 
people and the assets in an information system that allowed people to authenticate and use 
the services through Single Sign On and personalisation functions.  

Also there was the X.700 CMIP systems management standards.  Information object 
definitions that represented the assets of a telco (or bank or defence) network infrastructure 
that enabled us to design in a standard way distributed information systems that could be 
managed or governed.  

Collectively the X.500/LDAP and the X.700/SNMP work allowed information system and 
software engineers to build accessible and managed distributed networks and information 
systems. Systems level Identity and Governance decision making and engineering in action. 

In 1986 I started an industry grade X.500 directory development which was used in many big 
online internet enabled systems including the US security agencies, defence, US banks and 
Telcos for authentication, service personalisation and service delivery functions.  

I also worked with the IETF and some IPv6 development. All of this between 1985 and 2005 
when the internet and web started to take off. Where enabling online users, creating service 
delivery systems and managing distributed information, became the norm.   

I present this experience simply to highlight the engineering doctrine for architecting 
information systems where the task is basically making commercial level decisions about the 
identity and governance factors of that system that enabled the companies concerned to 
become a truly online business or organisation. 

I also notice now that Enterprise Architecture didn’t get much of a mention in my journey until 
about 2010 when I decided to join the Linked In Enterprise Architecture group. 

In discussions I heard people’s views that IT was just a one lump function and just a solution 
agenda.  In discussing enterprise level information systems and what an information system 
were, the debates and arguments started and sadly many thought that an information 
system was process centric data model as per within an organisation.. Even a framework I 
saw quite recently labelled an information layer within a business under applications, a layer 
that contains databases and alike. OUCH!  

Over the years some vendors have stayed focussed on business process, back office 
mainframes, data bases, organisational structures, enterprise licencing agreements, etc, A 
commercial position that is very much based on the enterprise being the organisation and its 
data processes and the responsibilities assigned to the CXXs particularly the CFO. 

To me this is where EA took on its ‘Architecture equals Structure’ agenda and the 
constructional views and that IT was just a component that could be safely purchased 
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according to  the “best of breed” or “plug and play” recommendations and applied under an 
enterprise licencing agreement.  

In the last 20 years I have provided high level consulting services to government, US 
Defence via Systems Integrators, worked with a large team in the US rebuilding a 20m user 
converged services system and have now moved into the information engineering a social 
cell based system (a social inclusion, privacy oriented enterprise) for the aged and disabled 
and care or retirement village based services.  An area which has been sorely ignored by the 
B2C and IT architecture agenda. 

While I believe Enterprise Architecture is an essential task for any business or government, 
in my view it has to shake off what was the focus of the 1980s and 1990s and move into this 
information age we live in and develop a new EA approach. 

 

Changing the EA Focus 

Let me mention a few of the most unhelpful views I have heard with the EA initiative. 

1. “EA is bigger than IT”. 
Often said without out any definitions of what the enterprise is, what the architecture 
is, what the I in IT is and what the T in IT is either!  
 
 

2. There is a difference between an architect and an engineer.” 
True with buildings and structures, but not with live online, 24*7, government, 
business or social information systems. The architecture and the engineering of an 
information system are inseparable. - Can one separate intelligence and the structure 
of it? 
 

3. To some, IT professionals and software engineers don’t have much knowledge of 
business, knowledge of director or board level issues, online market places, politics, 
global infrastructure and alike. The biggest companies in the world are founded on 
their software engineering/business skills. Software engineering is a business sector 
just like the automotive, retail, petrochemical, food supply, travel business sectors. 
 
 

4. Some think of software engineering as a teenager interest and is simply IF THEN 
ELSE statements running a disc drive or a network.  
Software engineering today and for a while now uses global resources, open source 
modules, cloud services APIs and alike and needs to keep up with the global vendors 
and their new software releases.  Software engineering is also globally paced 
agenda which is always evolving. Software engineers do see how business and life is 
operating and are always seeking opportunities and better ways of improving that 
with their software expertise and the tools of the day that are readily available - 
globally. 

 

For EA revisited - lets move on !   
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People, Process and Technology, let us refocus that.  

The statement has been with EA for decades and reflects again that “process” focus of the 
80s. In fact if one works 100% of the time with customer centric information systems, one 
sees that the statement that the EA task never gets the right balance with the three items. 
So much of EA seems to focus on process and technology, leaving the people and the 
services that are delivered via software and information systems engineering something that 
has to be searched for. 

 I often use the saying that process centric approaches tend to assume the people on the 
end of them are able bodied, minded and tech savvy and alike. A big assumption perhaps. 

For EA revisited, let us change this statement to People, Information Services and 
Technology.  

IT – Information Technology 

EA uses this common term often in a “ one lump” context  thus hiding the major differences 
re architecting and engineering skills, cost structures and implications of the I and the T. 
Technology in my world from an enterprise level is the “data layer” and below. The data layer 
being responsible for the storage and retrieval of byte oriented code sets and the 
transmission and reception of the same over a network. 

A question: Is the I in IT when used this way representing a process data model, a web site 
or the whole worlds information systems as an information infrastructure?  

For EA revisited, let us ensure in the EA task that the I and T of IT do have their clear 
distinctions applied and perhaps the use of the terms ‘Information’ (the literature) and 
‘Data’ (the spelling) are applied correctly too. 

  

Information System 

EA uses this term generally and in its frameworks as something under the applications and 
above the technology. The contents of this layer are usually depicted as databases, data 
models, files, etc.. Thus such layers are wrong described – they are data management 
layers. 

An Information System in my world is the collaboration between real world people and the 
information services as offered by software engineered functions provided by distributed 
computer systems. The information system,  man – machine interface as provided,  I refer to 
as the services interface – the UI and UX that has a service dimension, a value to the people 
that created the system and use it. 

For EA revisited it is critical that the term Information System is seen in a consistent way as 
it’s the core element of the EA task and it is where the EA engineering doctrine is 
applied.  EA being “The strategic use of IT” . I.e. the HUMAN use of information systems, 
being key in the statement. 

Humans of course being staff, management, customers, suppliers, government staff, our 
aged and disabled populations, etc.  
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EA Frameworks 

EA Frameworks can represent many angles of a business or system including abstractly 
describing how to do the EA task and abstractly describing what the scope of the job is. EA 
frameworks seem to abstractly describe how to do the job from a thousand feet high 
perspective, thus the reality of the actual job and the information systems engineering issues 
in that may not be mentioned.  

Frameworks, particularly for the IT industry probably have a life of about 10 years before 
they get “pushed down the stack” and become too simple to be of use when dealing with the 
dimension of our online business and  social systems that are forever evolving. 

I think its a hard task for a framework to deal with online customers and competitive online 
market places, and the information systems and the software engineering thereof.. If one 
does not engage in this space at all, an abstract  framework wont help either. 

For EA revisited, we need to move on to a framework that describes the critical aspects of 
an enterprise in this global – information systems age we live in.  

Now I  have described what I think is holding EA back and that we need a new way for the 
future,  lets have go at creating that. 

 

Developing an actual EA model – The EA atomic particle 

With an EA agenda I think its best to scope what must be embraced within an enterprise of 
any form. I see that an enterprise is a strategic initiative or a problem space of a business 
(or a person) which will use some form of IT. An IT system,  which may be online to the 
world’s information systems infrastructure or be private. I.e. the enterprise being a single or 
group of organisations (e.g. a health system) or that of a person’s social needs. . Let us deal 
with the business view first. 

To start we need to think of the smallest EA entity that incorporates the foundation EA 
statement.  People, Information Services and Technology.  

That is, if we remove anyone of these items from the statement, we don’t have an EA 
context. 

 

We start the EA model with an Enterprise Architecture Basic Unit (an EABU) on which we 
can enhance in any direction to gain focus on the subject areas of the EA task. 

In the EABU diagram below we identify an information system as the persons own 
knowledge, skills, needs and purpose and how a software engineered system interacts with 
the person via a services interface. The technology part supports the software created 
information system’s component and the user of course. 
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Basic EABU Characterisation – its interest 

For the EA task we can characterise the EABU by identifying subject matter contexts such 
as Business and Customer related noting that the EABU can be business or customer 
centric or both, but will always embrace the Infrastructure (operational and technical 
deployment) issues. 

 

We note with the EABU characterisation we identify and retain the nature of the people that 
engage with the enterprise architecture in its strategy and implementation. We note that with 
constructional architectures the people or human side of the architecture may get a mention 
upfront, but such user requirements fall away quite quickly when the constructional, technical 
and implementation steps proceed.  

With information systems architecture and engineering the people, their service needs and 
their user experience demands are there at the start of the EA journey and remain there 
through to the outcome.  

EABU Scaling 

The EABU can be scaled up horizontally to represent a department or a peer to peer interest 
group, or vertically to represent an organisational hierarchy and top down governance 
system. In the top down governance case the information system may at the lower levels 
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embrace policy guidance information from the top and have upwards flows for its reporting 
paths. 

Foundation Information Systems Architecture and Engineering Doctrine 

With information systems engineering, and I include the people factors here too, there is an 
engineering doctrine. This doctrine relates to the context of decisions made about identity 
and governance values for the target system outcome.  Without clear and commercially 
sound decisions in this area the whole EA initiative and the information system can be for 
nought. Importantly a key task of an Enterprise Architect is to define thoroughly in a 
commercial and strategic context, the identity and governance factors of the architecture to 
those engaged with the process. E.g is the enterprise system a hierarchy or a peer system 
or a mixture of both – and is clearly defined. 

The diagram below shows the EABU in a hierarchy. 

 

 In this diagram we see that the identity assigned to its structure and members is from the 
top management down. Without identifying the structure with its named parts and the 
members by role or name, it would be impossible to define anything about the enterprise or 
its interests. If we now add the second information system property of governance we see 
that the top management provide operating policies downwards and receive reports 
upwards. 

The diagram below shows the EABU in peer group mode of operation. 
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In this diagram we assume the identity assigned to its members is agreed by its 
members. Without identifying the members to each other one is left as to why the person or 
group itself is there.  

If we now add the second information system property of governance we could assume that 
in a peer group it will be the subject matter experts or leaders provide that task on the 
understanding that the all the team wins or loses. We could call this a social enterprise 
perhaps. 

Thus without the decisions or practical assumptions made about identity and governance of 
how people interact and work together, an enterprise simply doesn’t exist.  

Naturally in real systems, the information systems strategy, architecture engineering around 
identity and governance is more complex because we deal with security and lifecycle issues 
and naturally become more critical because one is defining the information systems costs, 
ROI, shape, its dimension and output performance and longevity perhaps. For example, In 
staff based systems, the managers, dev-ops and staff manage the system. In customer 
centric systems, the customers, account representatives, help desk staff, product managers 
and dev ops also manage (govern) the system.  

 

Why is defining the identity and governance factors of an Enterprise Architecture 

initiative critical. 

From my Service Delivery Platform (SDP) – directory systems engineering days I worked 
with large teams on a convergence program where we had to firstly identify all the 
information object types and instances (real world representations) that would be in the 
architecture.  Then we needed to understand who managed these information 
representations and why, and then to transcribe that into a real operational system for 10s of 
millions of users. (The project had an estimated value of $500M).  Within this Multi Service 
Operator a self-managed “retail specific” information model  was applied. This information 
system was engineered so that it can scale and perform to the online capacity as demanded 
by the business.  

A typical and generalized SDP information model is shown in the diagram below. There are 
other information entities held in an SDP for example name management policies and 
product – single view entities, service event processing and application interface handlers. 
All part of the essential information system mechanics so to speak. 
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The diagram identifies that:  

 services are derived from product catalogues, which can include device oriented 
products,  

 that account status from billing can control the service agenda  
 that a CRM is made aware of the environment including self-care activities 
 that subscribers and possibly groups of subscribers use the system 
 that preferences and entitlements are really ordained from services  
 that services that are enabled (via entitlements) and the access methods  
 that entitled services are used or delivered over the infrastructure 

Taking these related into the operational design can mean that: 

 That product catalogues should also contain information on how services are 
constructed and how the self-care agenda applies to them. 

 That products-services can be for unknown users, specific touch point contexts or 
user contexts 

 That an authorization engine is a design element of a SDP as is its ability to ingest 
catalogue and service definition information and to understand the system 
infrastructure on which services are managed and delivered.  

 That services also include self-care purchasing, single view services, parental 
controls, authorization processes and service delivery assignments*.  

 The billing and service usage systems accommodate product bundling, loyalty 
programs, special deals. 

A security system design method known as policy based access controls was used and 
enables system specifications to include policy entities that are governed, named, described, 
have behaviour, have conditional elements and relational elements.  

An example: Applying the service platform information architecture to the EABU.  

The diagram below connects the information system software architecture of the service 
platform with the EABU model. And on this model we also indicate the nature or role of the 
users, in numbers and identified as having a governing capability of the enterprise. 
Noticeably we see that over 22 million identified users in many and varied roles and 
responsibilities are working to together with through the information system architecture (and 
its implementation) to make the business work. 

 

Enterprise Architecture and software engineering. 
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In the past we knew that software provided functionality. Probably a bespoke function within 
a technology based product.  Products that were deemed as IT components that could be 
characterised by statements such as “best of breed” and “plug and play”. Such mechanisms 
are generally applied business process automation or a controller for a mechanical data 
input or output device.  

Today we have software and information companies as the planets giants. Today we have 
open source, blogs, share-ware tools, a monumental number of compilers and development 
environments and global search engines to help us debug software or find a piece of code 
that shows us how something can be done quickly.  

Software engineers don’t just write code – they engage with the global software 
development machinery and the companies that form that machinery and work to the pace 
that this machinery dictates and at the scale and the business levels it addresses.  

Let me highlight just one risk with the traditional thinking that with EA, the IT and-software 
elements are down in the “solution areas” and can be dealt with at a later stage. 

 

This is the world where we can spend months and months and thousands or millions of 
dollars on an EA journey with the beliefs that it is strategic and differentiating and worthy of 
investment. A journey that via business or market intelligence, one can formulate something 
new and then take a year to roll the system out into production.  

Not the case today perhaps. That whole journey can be sunk in a moment by open-source 
software that has been provided free across the planet and has already been taken up by 
one’s competition. 

Traditionally company strategies formulated around their financial and legal frameworks and 
responsibilities. Of late occupational health and safety, diversity and environmental 
responsibility have been added and with some companies now, social responsibility 
requirements. Effectively one can consider the Financial, Legal, Occupational, Environment, 
Diversity and Social aspects of a business now squarely placed in the board room and the 
Cxx’s agenda. 

The system software? The diagram below identifies all those headline terms that are being 
levelled on our business and government organisations and there are some key few 
questions too. 
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I see that critical decisions need to be made at the senior levels of organisations about the 
issues listed, most of which are impacted by the world’s information systems and software 
engineering agenda . 

Most companies have already software engineered information systems as major assets 
which may have cost $Bns over the years. One needs to ask, whats the evolution agenda 
with these systems from an online enterprise and investment perspective? 

 I simply ask,   

1. is understanding the software engineering and information systems world and all its skills, 
ambitions, tools, woes, competitive and cyber security forces, rate of change, risk 
characteristics, etc , are they all part of a CIOs and Enterprise Architect  task to understand? 

2. will an enterprise architecture initiative without such understandings ever be effective? 

Is it time to rethink EA?   I hope the above text helps us think about doing that.  

 

Alan Lloyd 8-05-2018 


